Department of Chemistry and Physics
Coastal Carolina University

Fall 2010 – Summer 2011

Community Engagement / Outreach:

Derek Elgin:

- Continuing collaboration with Horry/Georgetown Fire Rescue Arson Investigation K9 team
- Contract Author for McGraw-Hill Companies, Chemistry division, Digital Connect Homework product –
- Elected to the South Carolina Academy of Science Council
- Assisted/facilitated with the South Carolina Academy of Science Annual Meeting

John Goodwin:

- Committee member of Division of Chemical Education Examinations Institute, Diagnostic of Undergraduate Chemistry Knowledge (DUCK) 2012.

John Reilly:

- Vice-President of the Board of Directors of Careteam, Inc. A local HIV/AIDS organization serving Horry, Georgetown and Williamsburg counties.

Paul Richardson:

- Scholar’s academy student conducting research.
- Scholar’s academy student conducted two presentations.
- Virology research and Ebola talk at Conway High School

Brett Simpson:

- Organized and conducted a 1 hour hands on chemistry demonstration event for three 7th grade science classes at Forestbrook Middle School